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judged purely on merit. Once financial support
was guaranteed it surely would not be difficult to
agree on the workplace.

E NWARDLE
Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DE

I Swales J. What has happened to academic medicine? Lancet
1986,: 1 194-6.

Pressure ofresearch on junior staff

SIR,-The letters pointing out the increasing
numbers of papers resident doctors apparently
need tol bolster- up their applications for con-
sultant posts are classic examples of not seeing
the wood for the trees. Firstly, if I were about-to
have a major operation by a newly appointed
consultant, it would not matter -whether the
consultant had one or 20 publications in his
curriculum vitae. Instead I would be concerned
with his skill and. speed. It is the number of
times he has done this operation successfuly
without consultant supervision (preferably in a
district hospital) that matters, not the number
ofpublications in his curiculum vitae.

Secondly, if the anaesthetist was also a
recently appointed consultant I would feel
far more secure if she had spent most of her
higher training anaesthetising similar patients
in rotations to district hospitals, rather than in
anaesthetising people- for transplant surgery in
centres ofexcellence.

Thirdly, my- experence in two -specialies has
taught me that a resident ix trainig cannot
produce five papers of any value over two or
even four years and still acquire the clinical
experience essential to be appointed a consult-
ant. He can do either one or the other. If he aims
for papers then.his-certificate of accreditation is
worthless. On the. other hand, if he ignores
research and concentrates on acquiring skills
and experience, he will be the consultant under
whose care I would feel secure. In effect,
research and the publication of it have very
little, if anything, to do with successful clinical
management of patients. One only has to think
of the thousands of registrars in district general
hospitals- who have never worked in centres of
excellence or research, or published a line, yet
share the work with newly appointed consultants
and do it far better than some of them. Most of
us have heard about new consultants or seen
newly appointed consultants blunder badly
simply because they were inexperienced. As I
work as a locum consultant I know that every
consultant can adjust his workload to allow him
time for research. This is indeed the time for
reseach, and not as a trainee.

Finally, residents should ignore the advice
given by some seniors to "publish or perish."
They should instead concentrate on acquiring
experience and skills in district general hospi-
tals, where the overwhelming majority of them
will end up as consultants. If they were to do
this patients would be much better served. If
this gets published I shal certainly put it in my
curriculum vitae as one ofmy publications.

HAYDN DIDIER
Frimley Park Hospital,
Surrey

SIR,-It is easy to knock much research as a
product of the bottlenecks that bedevil the climb
up the postgraduate tree, or as a cynical attempt to
get oneself noticed by a shortlisting panel. While
we must rid ourselves ofthe scandal of consigning
fthe cliniically skilful but non-academnically inclined
to a limbo of hopelessness from which many can

escape only by giving up medicine altogether, and
while I endorse the cogent criticisms of the present
system made by your correspondents (26 April, p
1139; 17 May, p 1337), we ought to beware of
throwing out the postgraduate baby with the
academic bath water.

Value is placed on research at appointment
committees because it shows that an individual has
enough drive and persistence to carry through a
project despite All the difficulties that attend such
an undertaking. It also shows that he has taken the
trouble to exercise his critical powers at least to
some modest degree. These are desirable attri-
butes, but is a bibliography as long as your arm the
only way to assess them in a candidate for a
consultant job?
The number and quality of an individual's

publications are relevant considerations when he
applies for an academic appointment or one with
academic responsibility. However, for most con-
sultants going to service jobs only three things are
required.: (a) evidence of clinical competence,
which is given by having served one's time to- the
satisfaction of one's supervising seniors); (b)
evidence of good character and sound personality,
whichare attested to by an honest reference; and (c)
evidence ofa critical mind able to evaluate not only
the research of others but, perhaps more im-
portantly, also personal performance and results.
It is this last quality that research trackl records
purport to test, although it- penalises those -who
have no inclination to research despite their'other
estimable attributes. If for each specialty there
were an end of training assessment that included
both a test ofknowledge and a test ofcritical ability
the paper chase might become, literally, an
academic exercise.

Tests ofknowledge are not-difficult to devise and
most easily take the form of written examinations.
Critical ability might be tested inhone ofthree ways.
Candidates presenting themselves for the end of
training assessment should be required to present
the results of a personal investigation of some
aspect of clinical practice in the form of a mini-
thesis: some form of medical audit concerning an
activity within their own units would be ideal and
would have benefit for the unit as well as the
individual. Alternatively an individual niight
submit the results of his own research as a
collection-of publications and have to answer to a
panel of adjudicators for their quality and his
personal involvementin their preparation. Finally,
a candidate might be excused this part ofthe end of
training assessment if he had already obtained a
higher degree by thesis.
The adoption of such a system would preserve

the best research and eliminate the worst while
allowing those without academic inclinations to
pursue a largely clinical training without prejudice
to their ability to eventually find a suitable job.

W J MINTOWr-CzYz
Department of Traumatic and
Orthopaedic Surgery,

Cardiff Royal Infirmary,
CardiffCF2 ISZ

SIR,-Messrs John Wallwork and Francis C Wells
(26 April, p 1139) raise a valid point. The pressure
has increased on junior staff to "do research" and
publish. People normally do research because they
like it and they want to look into things or because
it is expected of-them.
The former group may produce some good and

interesting publicatons, whSereas the latter may
Or may not. They confuse- the two groups of
researcherSs and by suggesting a restriction on the
-number of projects they. arie penalising the first
group. The pressure on .the igpp.ointment com-
niittee is to "(select"; whether. that seleetion is

by research or any other method is a different
issue.
The whole career structure is divided between

have and have nots ofone kind or another, whether
it is teaching hospitals versus peripheral hospitals
or researchers versus non-researchers. In the peri-
phery research is a luxury and one may not be able
to do any even if one wants to. In the current
economic climate those researchers who are
genuinely interested in research should be actively
encouraged; and whether it takes two or 20 papers
should be left to the individual. Surely closer
continuing assessment of the trainees during train-
ing would provide a better assessment than the
number of publications. The quality of the pub-
lication needs to be looked at as well. This may
mean that appointment committees actually have
to read the papers.-The answer must lie in looking
at the overall ability of the selection process rather
than at one aspect of it.

DINESH BHUGRA
Hellingly Hospital,
Hailsham,
East Sussex BN27 4ER

CCHMS gidaaneOn Griffiths

SIR,-In the Central Committee for Hospital
Medical Services' guidance on the implementation
of the Griffiths proposals .(7 June, p 1540) the
management structure adopted at Guy's Hospital
is given as an example of a good system which
consultants in other health districts are encouraged
to follow, but there have been changes.
The critical element in the system to which, the

Guy's consultants originally gave their approval
was a management board comprising directors of
clinical services chosen by their colleagues and
responsible for. the management- of the hospital.
A -board has been formed, but. it differs in
several important respects from the one originally
proposed.

Firsti3f most of the clinical,directors have been
nominated by their.colleagues, but the district
health authority has reserved the right to accept or
rejct the nominations, to appoint whomsoever it
wishes as a board member, and -to appoint the
chairman, who controls the agenda.; The unit
general manager has-been appointed chairman. He
is medically qualified, but that does not diminish
the potential dangers inherent in the system.
Secondly, the board has been designated as no
more than an advisory boy,-whose advicethe unit
general manager may accept or reject.
What has evolved in practice therefore is a

medical advisory committee which is- appointed
entirely by the employing authority and is free to
discuss only those matters approved by the unit
general manager. The statutory mnedical advisory
maphinery has fallen almost en'tirely into disuse.
Consultants im other districts would-be-wise to use
another system as their model.

N A SimmoNs
Department of Clinical Bacteriology
and Virology,

Guy's Hospital,
London SEI 9RT

Correction

Measurement ofamylase activity-a usefufi
indication oftissudamge after-m.ajor radia$oa
accidents)

An error.occurred in this letpes-by Professor J Kohn (7
June, pl1523).1nthefirstpAragraph thethirdswence -
should' have 'read: "'The amylase activities -reached
their peak within 12-36 hours, returning' todeml
within72hours...,"*not"17hours." . vg
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